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3 of 3 review helpful Absolutely wonderful By Sandi Carter I would give this more than five stars if I could because I 
loved this book that much It held my attention right from the start all the way to the end I live in North Carolina 
although I m in the mountains and not the outter banks where this story takes place I do have relatives there and well 
remember the destruction from Hurricane Irene That made this st In Avon a beach town along the Outer Banks of 
North Carolina Ben is falling fast for the beautiful and intelligent Caroline even as they both deal with her stalker ex 
boyfriend who has followed her south on vacation As Ben learns the depths of the other man s madness his and 
Caroline s relationship runs into another wall level 3 Hurricane Irene moving quickly toward the Outer Banks When 
the storm arrives all of their lives will be drastically changed Perhaps more than any writer we have suggested Scott 
Toney has a style that most closely resembles the style of Nicholas Sparks at his best Beginning with Toney s Hearts 
of Avon the reader will enjoy a story based in a deep and long literary t 
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